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An Elementary Notion of Gauge Equivalence
Abstract An elementary notion of gauge equivalence is introduced that does not
require any Lagrangian or Hamiltonian apparatus. It is shown that in the special
case of theories, such as general relativity, whose symmetries can be identified
with spacetime diffeomorphisms this elementary notion has many of the same fea-
tures as the usual notion. In particular, it performs well in the presence of asymp-
totic boundary conditions.
1 Introduction
The equations of motion of a classical theory are said to be underdetermined if
they are not independent of one another.1 The most prominent types of theories
with underdetermined equations include generally covariant theories and theories
of Yang–Mills type. But there are many other examples [19].
Uniqueness of solutions fails radically in theories with underdetermined equa-
tions of motion: the family of solutions corresponding to an admissible set of
initial data is infinite-dimensional—roughly speaking, such a family can be pa-
rameterized by arbitrary functions of the independent variables of the theory.
A theory is deterministic if and only if each instantaneous state is compatible
with only one global history. So, in general, there is a tight connection between
a failure of uniqueness of solutions in a theory and the failure of that theory to
be deterministic. But this connection obtains only if we assume that distinct solu-
tions of our theory always represent physically distinct situations. Faced with the
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1 See [25, p. 171] for a precise characterization.
2prospect of a wholesale and dramatic failure of determinism in the presence of un-
derdetermined equations of motion, one usually prefers to reject this assumption.
Standardly one assumes instead that a theory featuring underdetermined equa-
tions involves gauge freedom—one assumes, that is, that some of the degrees of
freedom of the theory are unphysical and that, except perhaps in special cases,
specifying instantaneous values of all variables suffices to determine the past and
future behaviour of the physical degrees of freedom.
In any classical theory, whether or not it has underdetermined equations of mo-
tion, we say that solutions are gauge equivalent if they agree as to the behaviour
of all of the physical degrees of freedom. Gauge equivalence is an equivalence
relation on the space of solutions of the theory. Intuitively, gauge equivalent so-
lutions necessarily represent the same physical possibility—so the quotient space
of solutions modulo gauge equivalence provides a good parameterization of the
physically distinct situations described by the theory.
In a classical theory in which each generic initial data set is consistent with
a unique solution, it is natural to take each solution to be gauge equivalent only
to itself. But how ought one to characterize the relation of gauge equivalence in a
theory with underdetermined equations of motion?
The answer to this question is pretty clear for theories given in Lagrangian
form. Given a Lagrangian for a theory, one can construct a natural notion of gauge
equivalence: employing by-products of the variational procedure to construct a
presymplectic form on the space of solutions of the theory and taking two solu-
tions to be gauge equivalent if and only if they can be connected by a (piecewise)
null curve of this presymplectic form [8,9,33,34].2
For heuristic and pedagogic purposes one would like to have available an el-
ementary notion of gauge equivalence—one which did not require recourse to a
Lagrangian or to the rather technical apparatus required under the the Lagrangian
approach.
Further, there exist interesting field theories that cannot be derived from a La-
grangian unless one introduces potentials or fields whose physical status is ob-
scure. This class of theories includes the simplest possible generally covariant
field theories [28,29]. For this reason too it would be nice to have available an
elementary notion of gauge equivalence that could be applied to any field theory,
whether or not it was given in Lagrangian form.
There are in fact two informal approaches to defining gauge equivalence di-
rectly in terms of the equations of a theory that one often comes across in discus-
sions of theories with underdetermined equations of motion.
(1) Spacetime diffeomorphisms are symmetries of general relativity—so it makes
sense to follow the practice of differential geometers and to consider solutions
to be equivalent if and only if they are related by a diffeomorphism. Likewise,
in Yang–Mills theories vertical bundle automorphisms are symmetries and so
it is natural to take solutions to be gauge equivalent if and only if they are
related by such a transformation. And so on.
(2) Solutions should be considered to be gauge equivalent if they induce the same
initial data at some instant of time.
2 Alternatively, one can follow the Dirac constraint algorithm, which leads from a Lagrangian
to a notion of gauge equivalence on the space of initial data of the Hamiltonian formulation of
the theory [10,16,19]. This approach is closely related to the one mentioned above [24].
3Neither of these informal approaches is promising as a fully general charac-
terization of gauge equivalence.
Approach (1) characterizes gauge equivalence only in special cases and hence
is only a gesture towards a fully general characterization. Furthermore, it some-
times leads to unacceptable conclusions. Consider a sector of general relativity in
which asymptotic boundary conditions have been imposed. Let the space of so-
lutions be denoted by S , the group of spacetime diffeomorphisms that preserve
the asymptotic boundary conditions by D , and the group of spacetime diffeomor-
phisms asymptotic to the identity at infinity by D0. In typical cases of physical
interest, we find that D can be viewed as the product of D0 with a group G that
is called the asymptotic symmetry group because it can be thought of as acting
geometrically at infinity. One then expects to find that G acts also on S /D0 and
that this action is associated in the usual way with the conserved quantities that
the imposition of asymptotic boundary conditions brings into existence.3 In this
case, it is natural to take solutions to be gauge equivalent if and only if related by
a diffeomorphism in D0 so that the space S /D0 can be viewed as representing
the physics of the theory without redundancy.4 But Approach (1) above would ap-
pear to recommend instead taking the spaceS /D to play this role—which would
efface the interesting representation of G as the symmetry group of the theory.
As it stands, Approach (2) offers only a sufficient condition for gauge equiva-
lence, not a necessary one.5 Worse, this approach implies the intuitively unaccept-
able result that a failure of uniqueness of solutions in a theory with underdeter-
mined equations of motion never indicates a breakdown of physical determinism.
Consider, for example, the fact that there exist maximal globally hyperbolic so-
lutions of Einstein’s field equations that admit multiple non-isometric maximal
extensions.6 Such competing extensions intuitively correspond to distinct possi-
ble universes—but they count as gauge equivalent under Approach (2), since they
induce the same initial data on any Cauchy surface of the original globally hyper-
bolic solution.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce an elementary notion of gauge equiv-
alence that agrees with our intuitions and with the standard Lagrangian notion in
cases of central interest. Aside from a couple of technicalities, the notion intro-
duced is as follows: one wants to consider two solutions to be gauge equivalent
if they (a) induce the same initial data at an instant of time and (b) are related
by a symmetry of the theory; one takes gauge equivalence to be the equivalence
relation generated by this requirement.
In Section 2 below the relevant framework and definitions are presented. In
Section 3 the approach is applied to the class of theories, such as vacuum gen-
eral relativity, in which spacetime diffeomorphisms are the only source of gauge
freedom. Finally, Section 4 includes several remarks regarding the prospects for
3 For examples see [3,20].
4 The Lagrangian approach to gauge equivalence leads to this same conclusion [3,20].
5 For solution Φ1 can induce the same initial data as solution Φ2 at one instant while solution
Φ2 induces the same initial data as solutionΦ3 at another instant without there being any instant
at which Φ1 and Φ3 induce the same initial data. But since gauge equivalence is presumably an
equivalence relation, we will nonetheless want to count Φ1 and Φ3 as gauge equivalent.
6 Taub and Misner spacetimes are examples of globally hyperbolic spacetimes admitting in-
equivalent extensions [17, §5.8]. For further discussion, examples, and references see [7].
4extending the present approach and concerning the relation between this approach
and the standard Lagrangian approach.
2 Gauge Equivalence
For present purposes, we can take a field theory to consist of the following ele-
ments.7
(a) A connected n-dimensional manifold (without boundary), V, the spacetime of
the theory.
(b) A setΘ of solution-independent tensors on V.We call these the fixed fields of
the theory. (Θ is often the empty set in cases of interest.)
(c) A set {φ1, . . . ,φk} of dynamical fields on spacetime, each of which is specified
by specifying a type of tensor on V. A particular configuration of these fields
is denoted Φ = (φ1, . . . ,φk).
(d) An infinite-dimensional manifoldK consisting of the kinematically possible
Φ . K is determined by specifying the required degree of differentiability,
asymptotic behaviour, etc. of the fields of the theory.
(e) A set of differential equations, ∆(Φ ;Θ) that determines a subspaceS ⊂K ,
the space of solutions of the theory. The fixed fields play the role of parameters
rather than variables in the equations ∆ . Any derivative operators occurring in
∆ must be definable in terms of the elements listed above.
Typically,S will contain mild singularities and so will not be itself be a man-
ifold [1,2,21]. But for each solution Φ ∈ S , the set of solutions of the same
symmetry type as Φ will form a manifold, and S can be viewed as the disjoint
union of the manifolds that arise in this way, which are called the strata of S .
However, spaces of this type share many features with manifolds [26]—e.g., such
spaces support a notion of smooth function, and it makes sense to speak of the
tangent space at a point in such a space.
As usual, the symmetry group, G , of a field theory is the group of diffeomor-
phisms fromK to itself that map solutions to solutions and that are suitably local
on V.8 The relevant notion of locality is made precise in Remark 1 below. We call
the elements of G the symmetries of the theory and write γ ·Φ for the result of
acting on Φ ∈S by a symmetry γ ∈ G .
The notion of gauge equivalence developed here requires one further essential
notion, that of an initial data surface. This notion will function informally in the
present paper. Let us say that a hypersurface Σ ⊂ V (i.e., an (n− 1)-dimensional
submanifold of V ) cuts across V if V/Σ consists of two connected components.
Intuitively, a hypersurface Σ that cuts across V counts as an initial data surface
relative to a solution Φ if: (i) the initial data that Φ induces on Σ come as close to
determining Φ as is possible given the nature of the equations of the theory; and
(ii) Σ is asymptotically well-behaved. For purposes of illustration, let us assume
that our theory involves as one of its fields a Lorentzian metric g and that all of
7 No attempt is made to be maximally general here. See Section 4 below for further discus-
sion.
8 Here and below we restrict attention to diffeomorphisms in the connected component of the
identity.
5the other fields are well-behaved relative to g. If g is a fixed field and is globally
hyperbolic, then it is natural to identify the initial data surfaces of the theory with
the Cauchy surfaces of g; if (V,g) is spatially open, then we will also require
initial data surfaces to be well-behaved at spatial infinity. Similarly, if g is globally
hyperbolic but is a dynamic field it will again be natural to take as our initial data
surfaces the (asymptotically well-behaved) Cauchy surfaces of (V,g).9 There also
exist cases in which it is natural to consider certain partial Cauchy surfaces of g
as initial data surfaces—e.g., in the asymptotically anti-de Sitter sector of general
relativity no Cauchy surfaces exist but one has strong existence and uniqueness
results for initial data posed on certain spacelike surfaces with good asymptotic
behaviour [12].
In the following we will always assume that our theory has been supplemented
by a suitable notion of initial data surface.
Let us fix for consideration a field theory with space of solutions S . Intu-
itively,Φ1,Φ2 ∈S are gauge equivalent if and only if the formalism of the theory
more or less forces us to regard them as corresponding to a single physical situa-
tion. Let us begin to make this idea more precise.
Definition 1 LetΦ ∈S be a solution. A symmetry γ ∈G of the theory is a spoiler
relative to Φ if there exists a hypersurface Σ ⊂V such that: (i) Σ is an initial data
surface relative to Φ ; and (ii) there exists an open neighbourhoodU of Σ in V on
which γ acts as the identity (in the sense that for any solution Φ , Φ |U= γ ·Φ |U ).
We say that Φ1,Φ2 ∈S are spoiler-related if there exists a spoiler γ relative to
Φ1 such that Φ2 = γ ·Φ1. In this case we write Φ1 ∗Φ2.
Familiar examples of spoilers arise as follows. In general relativity, the sym-
metries of the theory are diffeomorphisms and scale transformations [32]. If Σ is
an initial data surface relative to g ∈S , then any diffeomorphism that acts as the
identity on an open neighbourhood of Σ is a spoiler relative to g (and all spoilers
are of this form). In Maxwell theory set in Minkowski spacetime, the spoilers are
just the gauge transformation of the form A 7→ A+Λ withΛ vanishing on an open
neighbourhood of an initial data surface.
If Φ1,Φ2 ∈S are related by a spoiler γ, then these solutions induce the same
initial data on any hypersurface Σ in virtue of which γ is a spoiler. Aversion to
indeterminism provides reason to view Φ1 and Φ2 as corresponding to the same
physical situation. And there is no obstacle to doing so, since these solutions are
related by a symmetry of the theory and thus are suited to represent exactly the
same situations.
Of course, ‘corresponding to the same situation’ ought to be an equivalence
relation on the space of solutions. So while two solutions correspond to the same
situation if they are related by a spoiler, the converse is not true: in the case where
Φ1 ∗Φ2 andΦ2 ∗Φ3, we will want to regardΦ1 andΦ3 as necessarily correspond-
ing to the same physical situation, whether or not they are related by a spoiler. So,
we certainly want to say that two solutions Φ and Φ ′ are gauge equivalent if we
can find solutions Φ1, . . . ,Φk such that Φ =Φ1, Φ ′ =Φk, and Φi ∗Φi+1 for each
i= 1, . . . ,k−1.
9 Of course when g is fixed, the question whether Σ ⊂V is an initial data surface is a solution-
independent one, but this is no longer the case when g is a dynamic field.
6It is helpful to build a further requirement into our official notion of gauge
equivalence.10 We motivate this as follows. Specifying an equivalence relation on
a set X is equivalent to specifying a partition of X by subsets. When X carries
additional structure it is natural to restrict attention to equivalence relations corre-
sponding to partitions that respect the structure of X . SinceS is a sort of smooth
object, it makes sense to restrict attention to equivalence relations that are smooth
in the sense that their equivalence classes form submanifolds of (the strata of)S .
Definition 2 Gauge equivalence is the weakest smooth equivalence relation on
S that is stronger than ∗, when such an equivalence relation exists (otherwise the
notion is undefined).
In other words, when defined, gauge equivalence is the weakest equivalence
relation R on S such that: (i) the equivalence classes of R form submanifolds of
S ; and (ii) Φ ∗Φ ′ implies R(Φ ,Φ ′).
In order to appraise the interest of this definition, it is necessary to see what
results it underwrites in cases of interest. An important class of examples will be
considered in the next section.
Remark 1 (Locality) Let G be a group of diffeomorphisms fromK to itself such
that it makes sense to speak of the infinitesimal generators of the one-parameter
subgroups of G . Such a generator ξ will be a vector field on K . In the present
setting, a vector δΦ ∈ TΦK ,Φ ∈K , can be identified locally with a function on
V. G is local in the sense required for the definition of a symmetry of a field theory
if for every infinitesimal generator ξ of a one-parameter subgroup of G , the value
of ξ (Φ) ∈ TΦK when evaluated at a point x ∈V depends only on the values at x
of Φ and finitely many of its derivatives.
3 Application: Spatiotemporal Symmetries and Gauge Equivalence
Consider a field theory set in spacetime V and with space of solutionsS .
Let Diff(V ) be the group of diffeomorphisms from V to itself.11 Let d : Φ 7→
d ·Φ denote the obvious action of Diff(V ) on K (according to which a d acts
on each component field of Φ in the usual way). We say that d ∈ Diff(V ) is a
spatiotemporal symmetry of our theory it maps solutions to solutions (spacetime
diffeomorphisms act locally, so a spacetime symmetry is a symmetry in the sense
discussed above).
We call a theory generally covariant if every d ∈ Diff(V ) is a spatiotemporal
symmetry. We call a theory locally generally covariant if each compactly sup-
ported element of Diff(V ) is a spatiotemporal symmetry. Within the present frame-
work, a nontrivial theory is locally generally covariant if and only if it features no
fixed fields. Typical examples of theories that are locally generally covariant but
not generally covariant include theories that have no fixed fields and that feature
10 Whether it is in fact necessary to impose this as a separate requirement will be discussed
below in Section 3.2.
11 Again, we restrict attention here and throughout to diffeomorphisms in the connected com-
ponent of the identity.
7(asymptotic) boundary conditions—in such theories the group of spacetime sym-
metries is the subgroup D of Diff(V ) consisting of diffeomorphisms that preserve
the (asymptotic) boundary conditions.
In the present Section our aim is to investigate gauge equivalence that arises
from (local) general covariance. So we restrict attention for the remainder of this
Section to theories all of whose spoilers arise as spatiotemporal symmetries. This
includes, e.g., any theory with a well-posed initial value problem (when the ini-
tial value problem is well-posed the only spoiler is the trivial one—which can
be identified with the transformation of K induced by the identity diffeomor-
phism on V ) and vacuum general relativity (as noted above, the symmetry group
of Einstein’s field equations is generated by spacetime diffeomorphisms and scale
transformations—but no nontrivial scale transformation is a spoiler).
With this restriction in place, we find the following picture.
(1) In a field theory featuring a Lorentzian metric g as a fixed field each solution
is gauge equivalent only to itself.
(2) In a well-behaved field theory, gauge equivalent solutions are related by a
spatiotemporal symmetry of the theory.
(3) In a well-behaved generally covariant field theory in which the initial data
surfaces are compact, one expects to find that solutions are gauge equivalent
if and only if related by a diffeomorphism.
(4) In a well-behaved locally generally covariant theory featuring asymptotic bound-
ary conditions, one expects to find that two solutions are gauge equivalent if
and only if related by a diffeomorphism that acts as the identity at infinity.
These claims are made precise, established, and illustrated in the next subsection.
Section 3.2 takes up the question whether it is really necessary to build into the
definition of gauge equivalence the condition that it be a smooth equivalence rela-
tion.
3.1 Proofs and Illustrations
Let us fix a field theory with spacetime V, and space of solutions S and assume
that the only spoilers arise as spatiotemporal symmetries.
Proposition 1 If the theory features a Lorentzian metric as a fixed field, then every
solution is gauge equivalent only to itself.
Proof Consider the equivalence relation I onS according to which every solution
is related only to itself. I is smooth (its equivalence classes are zero-dimensional
submanifolds ofS ). And Φ ∗Φ ′ implies I(Φ ,Φ ′) (in the present case all spoilers
are spatiotemporal symmetries, and all spatiotemporal symmetries are isometries
of g—but no non-trivial isometry of a Lorentzian metric acts as the identity on an
open set). Further, I is the weakest equivalence relation with these features (I is
the weakest equivalence relation onS ). uunionsq
Note that the same conclusion would not follow if we assumed simply that
the theory involved a nontrivial fixed field: a symplectic form, for instance, admits
nontrivial symmetries with compact support.
8Definition 3 Let D be a subgroup of Diff(V ). We say that D acts nicely on S if
for each Φ ∈S the orbit D ·Φ := {d ·Φ : d ∈ D} is a submanifold ofS .
One expects of course that in a well-behaved theory the groupD of spatiotem-
poral symmetries acts nicely on the space of solutions.
Proposition 2 Suppose that D acts nicely onS . Then if two solutions are gauge
equivalent then they are are related by a spatiotemporal symmetry.
Proof Consider the equivalence relation R according to which two solutions are
equivalent if and only if related by a spatiotemporal symmetry. By assumption R is
smooth. AndΦ ∗Φ ′ implies R(Φ ,Φ ′) (since in the present context every spoiler is
a spatiotemporal symmetry). So R is stronger than gauge equivalence, should the
latter notion be well-defined. It follows that if two solutions are gauge equivalent
then they are related by a spatiotemporal symmetry. uunionsq
Definition 4 Let M be a manifold, possibly with boundary and let S1 and S2 be
subsets of M. We say that S1 and S2 are well-separated if there exist compact
K1,K2 ⊂M such that S1 is contained in Ko1 (the interior of K1), K1 is contained in
Ko2 , and S2 is disjoint from K2.
For example, in a spatially compact globally hyperbolic spacetime, noninter-
secting Cauchy surfaces are well-separated.
Proposition 3 In a generally covariant field theory theory in which Diff(V ) acts
nicely, the initial data surfaces are compact, and every solution admits well-
separated initial data surfaces, two solutions are gauge equivalent if and only
if related by an element of Diff(V ).
Proof Consider the equivalence relation R, according to which two solutions are
equivalent if related by a spacetime diffeomorphism. Let us denote the equivalence
classes of R by [Φ ]R. By assumption, Diff(V ) acts nicely, so R is smooth. And
by assumption, every spoiler is a spatiotemporal symmetry, so Φ ∗Φ ′ implies
R(Φ ,Φ ′). In order to show that R is the relation of gauge equivalence, we must
show that R is the weakest equivalence relation onS with these two features.
Consider a smooth equivalence relation S onS that is stronger than ∗. Let us
denote the equivalence classes of S by [Φ ]S.
Fix a solution Φ ∈ S . By assumption [Φ ]R and [Φ ]S are submanifolds of
S and so determine well-defined tangent subspaces TΦ [Φ ]R,TΦ [Φ ]S ⊂ TΦS . In
order to establish the Proposition, it suffices to show that TΦ [Φ ]R ⊆ TΦ [Φ ]S—for
from this it follows directly that [Φ ]R ⊆ [Φ ]S.
In order to show that TΦ [Φ ]R ⊆ TΦ [Φ ]S we choose an arbitrary δΦ ∈ TΦ [Φ ]R
and show that δΦ ∈ TΦ [Φ ]S by showing that it can be written as the sum of two
elements of TΦ [Φ ]S.
By the definition of R, there is a flow ξ onV and a complete vector field vξ on
V that generates ξ with δΦ =LvξΦ (the Lie derivative of Φ along vξ ).
Choose Σ1,Σ2 ⊂ V that are initial data surfaces relative to Φ and which are
well-separated by compact sets K1,K2 ⊂ V. We can find a smooth f : V → R so
that f (x) = 1 for x ∈K1 and f (x) = 0 for x ∈V/Ko2 (since these are disjoint closed
sets). Define new vector fields v1 and v2 on V by v1 := (1− f )vξ and v2 = f vξ .
9Note the following facts: (a) each vi vanishes on an open neighbourhood of Σi
(i= 1,2); (b) vξ = v1+ v2.
We claim that v1 and v2 are complete vector fields. Indeed, it is a basic result
that if v is a vector field on a manifold M and K a compact subset of M and
the integral curve of v through a point x ∈ K is defined only for t smaller than
some τ ∈ R, then there must be a time t1 < τ after which the curve leaves K and
does not return [23, Theorem IV.2.3]. A straightforward corollary is that if v is a
complete vector field onM and v′ is a vector field onM that agrees with v outside
of some compact set K ⊂M then v′ is also complete. In our case, v1 differs from
the complete vector field vξ only on the compact set K2 while v2 differs from the
complete vanishing vector field only on K2.
So v1 and v2 generate flows ξ1 and ξ2 on V—and that by fact (a) above, these
flows consist of spoilers. It then follows that the tangent vectors δ1Φ ,δ2Φ ∈S
defined by δiΦ :=LviΦ , i = 1,2, lie in TΦ [Φ ]S (since S is stronger than ∗). And
since the correspondence v 7→LvΦ is linear in v, we see that fact (b) implies that
LvξΦ =Lv0Φ +Lv1Φ . So we have decomposed δΦ as a sum of two elements
of TΦ [Φ ]S. uunionsq
Example 1 (Spatially Compact Vacuum General Relativity.) Consider the sector
of general relativity in which V has the form R×M (M compact), kinematically
possible g are required to be globally hyperbolic, and the equations of motion
are the vacuum Einstein field equations. Modulo certain reasonable technical as-
sumptions, one finds that Diff(V ) acts nicely onS [21, §5]. It is natural to identify
initial data surfaces with Cauchy surfaces (which are, of course, themselves com-
pact). And any two disjoint Cauchy surfaces are well-separated. So Proposition
3 applies, and we find that solutions are gauge equivalent if and only if related
by a spacetime diffeomorphism. The corresponding result holds in the Lagrangian
approach to gauge equivalence [33, p. 145].
Let us next consider locally generally covariant theories in which full general
covariance is broken by the presence of asymptotic boundary conditions. Typical
examples can be cast into the following form. One adjoins to the physical space-
time manifold V a non-physical (n−1)-dimensional boundary ∂V ; kinematically
possible Φ are required to exhibit some sort of good behaviour as they approach
∂V. We say that a theory featuring asymptotic boundary conditions has been put
in standard form if it has been formulated in these terms.
We write V¯ for V ∪ ∂V. More generally, for any U ⊂ V we write U¯ for the
closure ofU in V¯ and write ∂U for U¯/U. Typically ∂V can be viewed as equipped
with some sort of solution-independent geometry that picks out a distinguished
class of (n− 2)-dimensional subsets of ∂V. We say will say that a hypersurface
Σ ⊂V has good asymptotic behaviour if ∂Σ is one of these distinguished subsets.
We denote by D the group of spatiotemporal symmetries of our theory and
by D0 the group of spatiotemporal symmetries asymptotic to the identity at ∂V.
In typical examples D0 is a proper subgroup of D which is a proper subgroup of
Diff(V ). In the examples that arise in practice one typically also finds that D0 is a
normal subgroup of D and that the quotient group G can be thought of as acting
geometrically at ∂V—when it exists, G is called the asymptotic symmetry group.
Proposition 4 Consider a locally generally covariant theory featuring asymptotic
boundary conditions that has been cast into standard form. Suppose that every
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spoiler acts as the identity at ∂V, thatD0 acts nicely onS , and that every solution
admits initial data surfaces Σ1,Σ2 ⊂V with good asymptotic behaviour such that
Σ¯1 and Σ¯2 are well-separated in V¯ . Then solutions are gauge equivalent if and
only if related by an element of D0.
Proof A straightforward adaptation of the proof of the preceding Proposition. uunionsq
Example 2 (General Relativity with Asymptotic Flatness Imposed at Spatial Infin-
ity.) Consider the sector of vacuum general relativity in which asymptotic flatness
is imposed at spatial infinity in the sense of [1]. Here V is R4, ∂V is the unit time-
like hyperboloidH in Minkowski spacetime, and the asymptotic symmetry group
is the Poincare´ group. Modulo certain reasonable assumptions one finds that D0
acts nicely on S . In this setting it is natural to count a cauchy surface Σ ⊂ V as
an initial data surface if and only if ∂Σ ⊂ ∂V is isomorphic to the intersection
ofH with a spacelike hyperplane in Minkowski spacetime. Any solution can be
foliated by a family {Σt} of initial data surfaces such that the ∂Σt foliate ∂V. So
it is certainly possible to find initial data surfaces Σ1 and Σ2 such that Σ¯1 and Σ¯2
are well-separated in V¯ . Furthermore each spoiler is in D0 (each spatiotemporal
symmetry induces an action of the Poincare´ group on the set of frames at infinity;
only the identity transformation acts pointwise on a set of the form ∂Σ for Σ an
initial data surface). So the hypotheses of Proposition 4 hold, and we conclude
that solutions are gauge equivalent if and only if related by an element of D0.We
find that the space of solutions modulo the relation of gauge equivalence carries
a representation of the Poincare´ group—which action is associated in the usual
way with the conserved quantities that the imposition of asymptotic flatness at
spatial infinity brings in to existence. The same results hold within the Lagrangian
approach [3].
Within general relativity, the setting of asymptotically simple spacetimes pro-
vides further examples of asymptotic boundary conditions. Recall that a four-
dimensional vacuum solution (V,g) of the Einstein field equations with cosmo-
logical constant is asymptotically simple if there is a non-empty spacetime (V¯ , g¯)
with boundary ∂V¯ such that:
1. V is the interior of V¯ .
2. Each null geodesic of (V,g) has a past endpoint and a future endpoint on ∂V¯ .
3. There exists a smooth Ω : V¯ → R such that:
(a) g¯=Ω 2g on V.
(b) Ω > 0 on V.
(c) Ω = 0 and dΩ 6= 0 on ∂V¯ .
In this case (V¯ , g¯) is called a conformal completion of (V,g) and ∂V¯ is called
conformal infinity.12
The topology of ∂V¯ is determined by (V,g) but its geometry is determined
only up to a conformal factor. Thus, in any conformal completion of anti-de Sitter
spacetime ∂V¯ has the topology of R×S2 and carries a Lorentzian metric confor-
mally equivalent to that of the three-dimensional Einstein static universe. In any
conformal completion of Minkowski spacetime, ∂V¯ falls into two pieces, each
with the topology of R× S2 and each carrying a pair (γ,n) where γ is a metric
12 For recent results and references see [13,14].
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of signature (0,−,−) and n is a null vector field of γ (under change of conformal
factor we haveΩ : (g,n) 7→ (Ω 2g,Ω−1n)). In any conformal completion of de Sit-
ter spacetime, ∂V¯ falls into two pieces, each with the topology of S3 and equipped
with a Riemannian metric conformally equivalent to the standard constant curva-
ture metric on S3.
Let (V,g0) be one of these three spacetimes of constant curvature. Then we
construct a sector of general relativity in which solutions are required to be asymp-
totic to (V,g0) at conformal infinity as follows. The spacetime of our theory is
chosen to be V and the metric field g, the only field of the theory, is governed
by the vacuum Einstein field equation with cosmological constant of the sign cor-
responding to (V,g0). Fix a conformal completion (V¯ , g¯0) of (V,g0) and count a
metric g on V as kinematically possible if and only if it has a conformal comple-
tion of the form (V¯ , g¯) such that g¯0 and g¯ induce conformally related geometries
on ∂V¯ . We call the three resulting sectors of general relativity the asymptotically
anti-de Sitter sector, the asymptotically Minkowski sector, and the asymptotically
de Sitter sector.
In each case we find that the group D of spatiotemporal symmetries is the
semi-direct product of the group D0 consisting of symmetries that act as the iden-
tity at ∂V¯ with an asymptotic symmetry group G—each d ∈ D induces a d¯ ∈ G
that acts as a conformal symmetry on ∂V¯ . In the anti-de Sitter/Minkowski/de Sit-
ter case case, G is the the anti-de Sitter/Bondi-Metzner-Sachs/de Sitter group.13
By analogy with the case in which asymptotic flatness is imposed at spatial in-
finity, one would expect that in each of our three cases solutions should be gauge
equivalent if and only if related by an element of D0 and that the space of solu-
tions modulo gauge equivalence should carry a representation of the asymptotic
symmetry group.
Example 3 (Asymptotically anti-de Sitter spacetimes.) Here ∂V¯ is conformally
equivalent to the three-dimensional Einstein static universe. Although solutions in
this sector are not globally hyperbolic, there is an appropriate notion of initial data
surface [12, §5.1]: there exists a class of spacelike surfaces with good asymptotic
behaviour such that strong existence and uniqueness results hold for initial data
posed on such surfaces. Such initial data surfaces intersect ∂V¯ in spacelike two-
spheres and it is possible to foliate a solution by such surfaces so that ∂V¯ is foliated
by their limits at spatial infinity—so it is easy to find initial data surfaces whose
closures in V¯ are well-separated. Furthermore, the group of conformal symmetries
of ∂V¯ is the anti-de Sitter group, so it is clear that any spoiler must act as the
identity on ∂V¯ (since no element of the de Sitter group fixes a sphere point-wise).
So if we assume thatD0 acts nicely onS , then Proposition 4 tells us that solutions
are gauge equivalent if and only if related by a diffeomorphism in D0. It then
follows that we have a representation of the anti-de Sitter group acting on the space
of solutions modulo gauge equivalence. One can reach the same conclusion via the
Lagrangian approach [20]—and one then finds that the action of the asymptotic
symmetry group on the space of solutions modulo gauge equivalence generates
conserved quantities in the usual way.
Example 4 (Asymptotically Minkowski spacetimes.)
13 See, e.g., [18] or [4] for the anti-de Sitter case, [15] for the Minkowski case, and [6] for the
de Sitter case.
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This case, which differs from the case of Example 2 above because asymptotic
flatness is now imposed at null infinity rather than at spatial infinity, is a bit more
subtle. Solutions in this sector are globally hyperbolic, so one might suppose that
initial data surfaces should be taken to coincide with Cauchy surfaces. But Cauchy
surfaces do not have good asymptotic behaviour: they do not intersect ∂V¯ .14 It
follows that no Cauchy surface is contained in a compact set in V¯ and so it is
impossible to apply the techniques of proof employed above.
There is a way around this difficulty. Once one stipulates that a solution is
asymptotically Minkowski, one expects that fixing initial data on any spacelike
hypersurface that intersects either component of ∂V¯ transversally should fix the
global state of the solution.15 So let us take as our initial data surfaces partial
Cauchy surfaces with such asymptotic behaviour. It is then easy to find initial
data surfaces whose closures are well-separated in V¯ . And one also finds that any
spoiler acts as the identity at ∂V¯ .16 So if we assume that D0 acts nicely on S ,
then Proposition 4 suffices to establish that asymptotically Minkowski solutions
are gauge equivalent if and only if related by an element of D0. One then again
finds that the space of solutions modulo gauge equivalence carries a representa-
tion of the asymptotic symmetry group—in this case, the BMS group. The same
conclusion can be arrived at via a Lagrangian analysis, where one finds the usual
connection between asymptotic symmetries and conserved quantities [3, §5].
Example 5 (Asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes.) This case is again not entirely
straightforward. Every asymptotically de Sitter solution is spatially compact and
globally hyperbolic. Again, the most straightforward approach is to identify initial
data surfaces with Cauchy surfaces. If we adopt this approach and further assume
that D acts nicely on the space of solutions, then an argument directly analogous
to the proof of Proposition 3 above suffices to show that asymptotically de Sitter
solutions are gauge equivalent if and only if related by a spacetime diffeomor-
phism d that preserves the asymptotic boundary conditions—with no requirement
that d be asymptotic to the identity at conformal infinity. It follows that we do
not have a representation of the group of asymptotic symmetries on the space
of solutions modulo gauge transformations. In the Lagrangian case, too, one can
reach this conclusion (by again adapting the argument from the spatially com-
pact globally hyperbolic case) if one employs Cauchy surfaces in constructing the
presymplectic form on the space of solutions.17
This is unfortunate as parity with the preceding cases suggests that here too
we should obtain a representation of the group of asymptotic symmetries on the
space of solutions modulo gauge equivalence [30, §4].
There is a way to achieve this result. Comparison with the preceding examples
suggests that we should look for a class of initial data surfaces with good asymp-
totic behaviour at ∂V (in asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes Cauchy surfaces do
not reach ∂V ). To this end, let us take as our initial data surfaces those partial
14 Note that we have not included a point i0 representing spatial infinity in our conformal
completion of spacetime. In general, asymptoticallyMinkowski spacetimes are not well-behaved
at i0; see, e.g., [13, §5].
15 This intuition outstrips extant results. For discussion see [11, §3.3].
16 This follows from, e.g., the discussion of [15, pp. 33–34].
17 See Section 4 below for the role that a choice of hypersurface plays in the Lagrangian
approach.
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Cauchy surfaces that cut acrossV and that intersect one of the other component of
∂V¯ nicely in two-spheres. These will be analogous to the Euclidean partial cauchy
surfaces in de Sitter spacetime (see [17, §5.2]); one again hopes that strong exis-
tence and uniqueness results can be proved for initial data posed on such surfaces
within the context of asymptotically de Sitter boundary conditions. If we assume
that D0 acts nicely on S , then Proposition 4 will again suffice to show that solu-
tions are gauge equivalent if and only if related by a diffeomorphism in D0. It is
natural to suspect that one could reach the same conclusion on the Lagrangian side
if one constructed the presymplectic form via integration over such non-Cauchy
initial data surfaces.18
Example 6 (Asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity, again.) There exist a number
of ways of imposing asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity. In the approach of [5],
as in the approach discussed above in Example 2, spatial infinity has the structure
of the unit hyperboloid in Minkowski spacetime. And one again finds that D is
the semi-direct product of D0 with an asymptotic symmetry group G. But in this
setting, rather than being the Poincare´ group, G is the semi-direct product of a
group of supertranslations with the Lorentz group. Since in this case the group
of supertranslations is parameterized by arbitrary smooth functions on the unit
hyperboloid, the condition that all spoilers lie in D0 fails. One expects, in fact,
that solutions will count as gauge equivalent if related by an element of D0 or a
supertranslation—so that the space of solutions modulo gauge equivalence will
carry a representation of the Lorentz group.
3.2 Simplifying the Definition of Gauge Equivalence
According to Definition 2, gauge equivalence is the weakest equivalence relation
on S (the space of solutions of a theory) that: (i) extends the relation ∗ (the re-
lation of being related by a spoiler); and (ii) has equivalence classes that form
submanifolds ofS .
It is natural to wonder whether requirement (ii) plays an essential role. Let S,
be the transitive closure of ∗—i.e., S is the weakest equivalence relation onS that
extends ∗.19 Writing [Φ ]S for the S-equivalence class of Φ ∈S and [Φ ] for the
set of solutions gauge equivalent to Φ , we can pose our question this way: Do we
find that for theories of central interest, [Φ ]S = [Φ ] for all solutions Φ?
The answer is ‘yes’—at least, if we are satisfied with a heuristic argument that
involves assuming that a result true of finite-dimensional manifolds holds forS .
So we can consider flows (i.e., one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms) on
S consisting of spoilers. Let us say that solutions Φ1 and Φ2 are flow-spoiler
related if they are related by a spoiler that is a member of a flow of spoilers.
And let us consider the equivalence relationF onS that is the transitive closure
of being flow-spoiler related, denoting the equivalence classes of this relation by
[Φ ]F .
For theories of interest, ifF is smooth, then [Φ ]S = [Φ ]. For in a field theory
satisfying the hypotheses of Propositions 3 or 4, it follows immediately from the
18 This question is to be treated in forthcoming work by Stefan Hollands and Sebastian Jaeger.
19 So solutions Φ ,Φ ′ ∈ S are S-related if and only if there exist solutions Φ1, . . . ,Φn such
that Φ =Φ1, Φ ′ =Φn and for each 1≤ i≤ n−1, Φi ∗Φi+1.
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definitions of the equivalence relations involved that [Φ ]F ⊆ [Φ ]S ⊆ [Φ ], for any
solution Φ . Further, letting D denote either Diff(V ) or D0 depending on the case,
the proofs of those Propositions suffice to show that [Φ ] ⊆ D ·Φ and, assuming
thatF is smooth, that [Φ ]F = D ·Φ . It then follows that [Φ ]S = [Φ ], since these
get squeezed between [Φ ]F and D ·Φ .
And at the heuristic level, it seems safe to assume that F is smooth. For this
equivalence relation arises as the transitive closure of the relation of being related
by an element of a given set of flows on a manifold. And in the finite-dimensional
setting, equivalence relations that arise in this way are always smooth [31, Theo-
rem 4.1.a].
4 Discussion
Under the approach developed above gauge equivalence is identified with the
weakest smooth equivalence relation on S stronger than the relation of being
related by a spoiler. The approach was illustrated in Section 3 by being applied
to an important special case: theories in which spatiotemporal symmetries con-
stitute the only possible source of gauge equivalence. In this setting, it is pos-
sible to prove a number of results, which show that the present approach leads
to intuitively plausible conclusions that match those of the standard Lagrangian
approach. In particular, one finds the following. (i) For theories of the sort un-
der consideration in which the spacetime metric is fixed, gauge equivalence is the
trivial relation according to which every solution is equivalent only to itself. (ii)
For well-behaved theories of this sort, gauge equivalent solutions are related by
spatiotemporal symmetries. (iii) In well-behaved generally covariant theories with
compact initial data surfaces solutions are gauge equivalent if and only if related
by a spacetime diffeomorphism. (iv) In locally generally covariant theories featur-
ing paradigmatically well-behaved asymptotic boundary conditions, one expects
tp find that solutions are gauge equivalent if and only if related by a spacetime
diffeomorphism asymptotic to the identity at infinity.
In this final section, two questions are addressed. (1) What are the prospects
for extending the present approach to gauge equivalence? (2) What is the reason
for the close relation between the notion of gauge equivalence developed here and
the standard Lagrangian notion?
We have been working with a relatively narrow notion of a field theory, in
which fixed and dynamical fields are assumed to be given by tensors on space-
time. This restriction was for convenience only: the definition of gauge equiva-
lence given above in Section 2 makes sense in any theory in which fields and
symmetries are suitably local on spacetime—e.g., in any theory in which field
configurations are given by sections of (natural) bundles over spacetime.20 Given
any such theory, analogues of Propositions 1 and 2 hold. In any theory in which
fields are sections of (natural) vector bundles over spacetime, analogues of Propo-
sitions 3 and 4 can be proven using the techniques used above.21 But presumably
analogues of these results hold far more generally.
20 For the notion of a natural bundle, see [22].
21 This is because the Lie derivative continue to be well-behaved in this setting [22, §6].
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One also expects that the approach should be well-behaved in application to
non-spatiotemporal symmetries. Here the most important examples will be Yang–
Mills theories and their relatives—theories featuring among their fields a connec-
tion on a principal bundle over spacetime and with dynamics invariant under gauge
transformations (vertical bundle automorphisms). At the formal level, one expects
that after broadening slightly the notion of field theory as above and restricting
attention to theories in which all spoilers are vertical bundle automorphisms, one
should be able to adapt the arguments of Section 3.1 above to establish coun-
terparts of the results proved there (with a connection A playing the role of the
metric g and the group of gauge transformations playing the role of the group of
spacetime diffeomorphisms).
Finally, it may be helpful to include a few remarks here about why the ap-
proach developed here agrees so closely with the Lagrangian approach in the cases
discussed.
In the modern geometric version of the Lagrangian approach, one constructs as
a by-product of the variational procedure an object ω that when fed a solutionΦ ∈
S and two linearized solutions δΦ1,δΦ2 yields an (n−1)-form ω(Φ ,δΦ1,δΦ2)
on V (with ω linear in each δΦi). Given a hypersurface Σ ⊂ V one can consider
ΩΣ :=
∫
Σ ω. This is a closed two-form on S , so long as it is well-defined—
which it will be if Σ is compact or there are well-behaved asymptotic boundary
conditions in place and Σ has good asymptotic behaviour.
One then finds thatΩΣ depends only on the homology class of Σ inV. So if we
undertake to consider only Σ that are adapted to the boundary conditions (if any)
and that are homologous, then we can drop the subscript and view Ω as a closed
two-form on S . For example, we might decide to only allow Σ that are Cauchy
surfaces (with good asymptotic behaviour).
Given such a form, one can define a natural equivalence relation on S as
follows. At each Φ ∈ S we define the set of null vectors to be the subspace
NΦ ⊂ TΦS consisting of those δΦ such that Ω(Φ ,δΦ , ·) = 0. We call a curve
inS null if all of its tangent vectors are null and we consider two solutions to be
Lagrangian-gauge equivalent if they can be connected by a piecewise null curves.
In well-behaved cases, the corresponding equivalence classes are submanifolds of
S .22
Suppose that we have a field theory in which both the notion of gauge equiv-
alence introduced above and the Lagrangian notion make sense and are well-
behaved. Let us denote the equivalence classes of the former by [Φ ] and those
of the latter by 〈Φ〉. Since for any Φ ∈S , both [Φ ] and 〈Φ〉 are submanifolds of
S ,we can compare the two notions by comparing TΦ [Φ ] and TΦ〈Φ〉 as subspaces
of TΦS .
Let us call δΦ ∈ TΦS a spoiler vector at Φ if there exists a one-parameter
group of spoilers {gt} such that δΦ = ddt (gt ·Φ) |t=0 . Of course, relative to the
definition of gauge equivalence given above, any spoiler vector δΦ at Φ is in
TΦ [Φ ]. It is not hard to see that such a δΦ must be in 〈Φ〉 as well. For there must
be an initial data surface Σ such that each gt acts as the identity on Σ . It follows
that δΦ must vanish on Σ , so that ΩΣ (Φ ,δΦ , ·) =
∫
Σ ω(Φ ,δΦ , ·) = 0, by the
linearity of ω in δΦ .
22 The set of null vectors fields is closed under Lie brackets (because Ω is closed) so one can
invoke the Frobenius theorem so long as
⋃
Φ∈S NΦ is a subbundle of TS .
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In well-behaved cases, such as the ones studied above, one finds in fact that
TΦ [Φ ] is just the linear span of the spoiler vectors at Φ . One hopes that some-
thing similar will hold in the Lagrangian case. In the cases of greatest interest—
generally covariant theories and theories invariant under gauge transformations of
Yang–Mills type—the spoilers of a theory are contained in a group of symmetries
that are localizable, in the sense that their infinitesimal generators are, roughly
speaking, parameterized by arbitrary functions on V.23 One expects [27, p. 1281]
that the null vectors at Φ point along the orbits of the subgroup of localizable
symmetries with good asymptotic behaviour.24 And one further expects that this
is equivalent to the claim thatNΦ is the linear span of the spoiler vectors atΦ—so
that [Φ ] = 〈Φ〉.
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